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Introduction

the stored data, whereas the itaResult objects consequently cannot be transformed.

This paper presents the ITA-Toolbox [12, 14, 11, 10]
for acoustic measurements and signal processing tasks
in MATLAB. The ITA-Toolbox is being developed at
the Institute of Technical Acoustics in order to provide
a common and unified code base for researchers and students, and to ensure consistent data formats. This improved the reproducibility and sharing of research results and reduced the fragmentation and redundancy of
code written by members of the institute for their daily
work. Moreover, students directly benefit from the existing code base as they can purely focus on their thesis
projects instead of worrying about implementing fundamental signal processing tasks.
Since 2010, the ITA-Toolbox is available as open source
software under the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)
license. Recently, the authors decided to migrate development to the RWTH Aachen GitLab repository with
public access to make research conducted with the ITAToolbox more transparent and reproducible and to give
researchers the opportunity to contribute.
This paper gives an overview over the core features of
the ITA-Toolbox, followed by a summary of the included
applications. Finally, the role of the ITA-Toolbox in the
light of open science is briefly outlined and informations
on where to get the ITA-Toolbox as well as a short introduction on how to contribute to the project are given.

At its core, the ITA-Toolbox provides functions to create, manipulate, and save itaAudio as well as itaResult
objects. The class objects are created using the supplied
file I/O functions to read recorded or simulated data
(function ita read: supported formats include WAV,
DAT, SPK, UNV), by generating artificial signals (function ita generate), or can directly be acquired using the
ITA-Toolbox measurement routines.
The measurement functionality is provided by the handle
classes
• itaMSRecord: recording,
• itaMSPlaybackRecord: additional playback,
• itaMSTF: transfer function measurements,
• itaMSTFinterleaved: interleaved measurements [13].
The measurement class objects contain the
• hardware input/output channel specification,
• excitation and compensation signals,
• measurement chain calibration and latency data.
Among others, class methods are implemented for the
• calibration of hardware,

Core Features

• measurement execution.

The central elements of the ITA-Toolbox are the value
classes itaAudio for real audio data and itaResult for
simulated data. An instance of itaAudio can contain

All elements of the measurement chain can be specified
and calibrated individually using the command window
or a graphical user interface (GUI). Depending on the
class, the execution returns either the raw sensor signal
at the input or an impulse response.

• uniformly sampled multi-channel data,
• data in the time and frequency domain,

For the audio hardware communication, the ITA-Toolbox
relies on Playrec [4] and PortAudio [5]. ASIO compatible hardware can be selected via command window or
GUI and will subsequently be used by the measurement
classes.

• audio data details (e.g. sampling rate),
• user meta data (e.g. comments, coordinates),
• automated meta data (e.g. processing history).
In contrast, itaResult objects are designed to store nonuniformly sampled data in only one domain of choice
without audio specific meta data. The itaAudio class
provides methods to

To facilitate and automate measurements, specific auxiliary instrumentation like step motors, as well as amplifier
and interface settings can be directly controlled via

• visualize (time/frequency plot (.pt,.ptd/.pf)),

• MIDI (using function ita midi),

• characterize (length (.length), RMS (.rms)),

• OSC (using class itaOSC),

• transform (FFT/IFFT (.fft/.ifft))

• serial interface (e.g. RS232, as in class itaEimar).
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Tasks like directivity measurements require the documentation of spatial information, such as measurement
points, dimensions, or orientations. The value class
itaCoordinates provides the suitable container for spatial data. Class instances contain

Beamforming

• Cartesian coordinates in [x, y, z],

Different types of the beamforming algorithms Delay and
Sum, Minimum-Variance Distortionless Response, MUSIC, Subspace Beamforming, Functional Beamforming,
CLEAN, and DAMAS are available for a specified array
geometry and measurement grid [24].

• cylindrical coordinates in [r, ϑ, z],

Binaural Signal Processing

• spherical coordinates in [r, ϑ, ϕ].

For binaural reproduction, the itaHRTF class handles
head-related transfer function (HRTF) data sets. This
class provide easy access to a specific spatial direction,
the determination of the interaural time and level difference (ITD and ILD), spatial interpolation or the import
and export of SOFA files [20]. To measure and calculate
a headphone transfer function (HpTF), the algorithms
of Masiero and Fels [21] are implemented. Additionally,
the generation of cross talk cancellation (CTC) filters is
available [19].

The transformation between the different coordinate systems is done implicitly within the objects. Class objects
can be
• added and subtracted (vector addition, +/-),
• plotted (function scatter).
For the documentation of measurement positions
and orientations, itaCoordinates objects can be
stored per channel in the .channelCoordinates and
.channelOrientation properties of itaAudio and
itaResult objects and will automatically be saved there
in certain measurement procedures.

Loudspeaker Measurement and Modeling
The louspeaker application enables the user to measure
the input impedance and determine the Thiele-Small parameters of a loudspeaker [25]. Furthermore, the total harmonic distortion (THD) or the maximum sound
pressure level (SPL) for a constant THD can be determined [15].

Acquired or loaded itaAudio and itaResult objects can
be manipulated using the core signal processing features
of the ITA-Toolbox. These functions include
• time cropping (function ita time crop),

Numerical Acoustics
• time shifting (function ita time shift),

An acoustic finite element method (FEM) for solving
exterior acoustic problems (numerical partial solution,
eigenvalues, and eigenvectors) with different boundary
conditions is implemented [27]. Cuboids can be meshed
automatically or arbitrary meshs can be imported from
UNV files. An image source model for convex geometries
is available [22].

• time windowing (function ita time window)
• filtering (function ita mpb filter),
• smoothing (function ita smooth),
• resampling (function ita resample),
• re-quantizing (function ita quantize).

Room Acoustics and Sound Transmission

Certain operations allow or require the use of several
itaAudio and itaResult objects. Examples for such
operations are the

Room impulse responses can be analyzed and modeled
using the room acoustics application of the ITA-Toolbox
[18, 8]. The reverberation time, clarity, definition (T60 ,
C80 , D50 ) as well as the sound insulation index R can be
calculated.

• creation of multi-channel objects (function merge),
• time domain summation (operator +),

Special Functions, Decomposition and Reconstruction

• frequency domain multiplication (operator *),
• frequency domain division (operator /).

Spherical harmonic (SH) functions or monopoles can be
used to decompose and reconstruct directivities [26]. In
addition to this, the decomposition of a directivity in
pole-zero models is also possible [17, 9].

Processed itaAudio and itaResult objects can be saved
using the native MATLAB save command or exported
into various formats (including WAV, DAT, SPK, UNV)
using the function ita write.

Open Science
Applications

The source code of the ITA-Toolbox is available as
an open source project from the project homepage [3]
and the RWTH Aachen GitLab repository [6] and is
licensed under the BSD license. In addition to the
general availability of the implemented measurement,
processing, and analysis methods and techniques, this
also allows for a greater transparency of the research

In addition to the core features of the ITA-Toolbox, multiple applications such as beamforming, binaural signal
processing, loudspeaker measurement and modeling, numerical acoustics, special functions (e. g. spherical harmonics or Green’s function) as well as room acoustics and
sound transmission are implemented.
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